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•	 Total digital economy labour force in June 2012: 744,000 (-6,100 since May 2012)

•	 Total digital economy employment in June 2012: 716,000 (-8,000 since May 2012)

•	 The jobless rate among digital economy workers in June 2012: 3.7% (+0.2 since May 2012)

•	 highest numbers of new jobs in June 2012 were created for: Computer engineers (+3,000) 
and Computer and Information System Managers (+2,800)

•	 employment growth in June 2012 was the highest for: e-Commerce Managers (+26%) and 
Computer engineers (+23%)

•	 Digital economy labour force grew in: Manufacturing, Public administration, utilities, 
Information & Cultural, and Finance & Insurance sectors

•	 Digital	economy	labour	force	declined	in:	Professional,	Scientific	&	Technical	Services,	
Educational	Services,	and	Health	care	sectors

•	 Digital economy labour force remained unchanged in: The atlantic region

•	 Digital economy labour force decreased in: Québec, Ontario, the Prairies, and british 
Columbia

•	 Month-Over-Month	change	in	the	number	of	women	in	the	digital	economy	labour	force	in	
June 2012: -3,000 (-2%) (-3,200 or -1% among men)

•	 Month-Over-Month	change	in	the	number	of	youth	workers	(25	or	below)	in	the	digital	
economy labour force in June 2012: +6,300 (+16%)

at a Glance
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Job Growth in the Canadian economy Slows Down

Starting November 2011, and into the winter months of 2012, with the sole exception of February 2012, 
the overall Canadian economy added jobs in double-digit thousands (10,000+). Hiring, however, slowed 
down in the spring and summer months that are traditionally robust in terms of job creation. 

The Canadian labour market recorded a relatively modest employment gain for the second consecutive 
month, adding just over 7,000 workers to the payrolls in June 2012. 82,000 new jobs were created in 
the Canadian economy in March 2012 and 58,000 in April. In contrast, only 7,000 jobs were added to 
the economy in May, signalling a cooling labour market and resulting in the departure of many workers. 
Following a month in which the number of jobs created is nominal, many tend to leave the labour force 
and fewer people search for work. In June 2012, 17,000 people dropped out of the labour force and the 
jobless rate in Canada edged down to 7.2%. 

A total of 17,509,700 workers were gainfully employed in Canada in June 2012, shown in Figure 1, 
increasing by 172,000 since June 2011, signifying a 1% Year-Over-Year (YOY) employment growth. The 
year 2012 has been especially productive in this regard, as 152,000 of these gained jobs were added since 
January 2012 at the rate of over 25,000 jobs per month.

Figure 1: Canada and Digital Economy Employment - June 2011 to June 2012

Source: Statistics Canada; ICTC
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The Digital Economy (DE) usually plays a leading role in the overall Canadian economy gathering 
momentum. That has been the case up until May 2012, but not so in June. 6,000 people left the DE labour 
force in the month and 8,000 ‘core’ DE jobs were cut, bringing down the total number of ICT professionals 
that were gainfully employed to 716,000 (a discussion of the ‘core’ DE occupations is available at the end 
of this document). Encouragingly, the total DE employment in June 2012 was 18,000 higher compared with 
12 months earlier, signifying a 3% Year-Over-Year (YOY) employment growth.

This slowdown is expected to be short-lived and the labour market outlook is set to continue positively. 
ICTC’s ongoing monthly survey shows 60% of DE employers in Canada anticipate an increase to their staff 
in the remainder of 2012, 13% expect their total staff to remain the same, while 27% are unsure of their 
hiring plans. 

Figure 2: Recruitment Plan of Digital Economy (DE) Employers for 2012

Source: ICTC Employer Survey

Digital economy (De) Labour Force experiences Contraction

Although job cuts and hiring plans are featuring simultaneously, it will be stretching the point to term the DE 
labour market as one full of contradictions and/or surprises, not least because it is a forward looking and 
proactive labour market, rather than a reactive one. Late summer and fall months are traditionally strong for 
the DE labour market, as employers gear up to deliver for the year-end festive season.
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ICTC’s labour market forecast in the May 2012 Monthly Snapshot predicted the DE jobless rate to increase 
from 3.5% in May. With 8,000 ‘core’ DE jobs being lost, the DE jobless rate rose to 3.7%. It may get worse 
still, before it gets better. The DE jobless rate at the beginning of the third quarter in July 2012 may reach as 
high as 3.9%. 

Job Gains

employment Growth

Job Losses

Not all occupations encountered job cuts and between May 2012 and June 2012, a significant number of 
jobs were created for:

• Computer Engineers (+3,000); 

• Computer and Information System Managers (+2,800); and

• Computer Network Technicians (+2,000).

The highest employment growth was enjoyed by:1 

• E-Commerce Managers (+26%);

• Computer Engineers (+23%); and

• Web Designers and Developers (+17%).

Increases in employment in many of the DE occupations were outweighed by job losses in other, particularly 
the following, occupations:

• Graphic Designers and Illustrators (-8,600);

• Computer Programmers (-5,700); and

• Information Systems Business Analysts (-4,400).

1
Comparison between May 2012 and June 2012 figures

At the 2012 halfway point (up to June), the total DE employment of 716,000 is nearly 28,000 more than its 
2011 level. That is an annualized rate of 55,000 new jobs being created in the year. Notwithstanding the 
occasional blip in the employment level such as in June 2012, the DE is on target to outgrow the predicted 
level of job creation (21,000 for the year, forecasted by ICTC amid economic uncertainty in 2011 in the 
2011 to 2016 ICT HR Outlook Report) by a hefty margin.  

http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/?page_id=4208
http://www.ictc-ctic.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/ICTC_Outlook2011_EN_11-11.pdf
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Sectoral Composition of the De Labour Force

Sectoral composition of the DE labour force did not change notably in June 2012. The Manufacturing 
sector witnessed the highest Month-Over-Month (MOM) growth, with the DE labour force growing 3%. In 
both the Public Administration and the Utilities sectors, the DE labour force grew by 2%. In contrast, the DE 
labour force experienced a 2% MOM decline in the Professional, Scientific & Technical Services sector and 
the Educational Services sector.

Figure 3: Digital Economy (DE) Labour Force by Sector

Source: Statistics Canada; ICTC

The Manufacturing sector witnessed the highest percentage DE labour force growth compared to 12 months 
ago, as the labour force grew by 16% YOY in this sector. All other sectors experienced some YOY DE labour 
force growth, with the sole exceptions being the Utilities sector that experienced a 27% YOY decline and the 
cluster of other sectors grouped under “Others” (-4%).

As Canada’s leading authority in DE human resource trends and issues, ICTC will continue to consult with 
the ICT stakeholders regarding this labour force decline in the Utilities sector and may conduct in-depth 
research and analysis if warranted.
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Provincial	/	Regional	Snapshot	

The short term contraction of the total Canadian core DE labour force stemmed from decreases in all 
provinces/regions barring Atlantic Canada, where the labour force remained unchanged. Compared to 
May 2012, the DE labour force shrank by 1% in each of Ontario, British Columbia, and the Prairies and by 
less than a percentage point in Québec.

Figure 4: DE Labour Force and Its YOY Growth by Province / Region

Source: Statistics Canada; ICTC

Over a longer horizon, British Columbia witnessed the highest YOY growth among all provinces/regions, 
with the DE labour force growing 19% since June 2011. In this period, the DE labour force grew by 11% 
in the Atlantic region and by 10% in Québec. In contrast, Ontario (-3%) and the Prairies (-1%) experienced 
YOY declines in DE labour forces. As Canada’s leading authority in DE human resource trends and issues, 
ICTC is initiating a national framework, in partnership with local and regional stakeholders, to allow real-
time-tracking of labour market developments such as DE labour force declines in Ontario and in the Prairies 
and chart a suitable course. 
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Gender	Diversity	

Almost equal number of men and women left the core DE labour force since May 2012. There were 
169,000 women in the DE labour force in June 2012, declining by 3,000 (-2%) within a month. In contrast, 
the male DE labour force declined by 1% (-3,200) in this period.

Figure 5: DE Labour Force and Its Growth by Gender - June 2011 to June 2012

Source: Statistics Canada; ICTC

The number of women in the DE labour force grew by 1% (+2,500) since June 2011, while their male 
counterparts experienced a 4% (+20,000) YOY growth. ICTC’s consultation with employers on a continuing 
basis plays a significant role to highlight the importance of, and to analyze and advise on, the best diversity 
and inclusion practices in the industry.
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The number of workers aged 25 years or less in the DE labour force was 45,000 in June 2012, 
experiencing a large 16% (+6,300) MOM growth since May 2012. The labour force in all other age 
groups experienced declines, with workers 55 and above declining by 3% (-2,200). 

age Composition of the De Labour Force

Over a longer horizon, however, the situation is reverse, as the oldest labour force group witnessing the 
largest growth (9%), while the youngest cohort is the only group to have experienced YOY decline (-2%).  

The jobless rate of young workers (below the age of 25) in the overall Canadian economy dropped to 
14.2% in June 2012 following a massive surge in the jobless rate in May 2012 (16.3%). Happily, the 
drop in the rate did not occur as a result of discouraged workers exiting the labour force, rather as a 
consequence of many youth finding work. The employment rate among students aged 20 to 24 – that is 
the number of employed workers as a percentage of their population – was 63.2% in June 2012, down 
from 67.4% in June 2011. The June 2012 rate matches the rate observed in June 2009, when student 
employment was hard hit by the labour market downturn. (Read more...)

Figure 6: DE Labour Force by Age - June 2011 to June 2012

Source: Statistics Canada; ICTC

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/daily-quotidien/120706/dq120706a-eng.htm
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Notes

1. Monthly figures are averages of the monthly data of the 3 months ending in the respective month. For 
example, monthly figures for June 2012 are averages of April 2012, May 2012, and June 2012 data.

2. Month-Over-Month (MOM) comparisons compare the figures of two consecutive months. For example, 
MOM changes in June 2012 portray comparisons between May 2012 and June 2012 figures.

3. Year-Over-Year (YOY) comparisons compare the figures of the same month in two consecutive years. For 
example, YOY changes in June 2012 portray comparisons between June 2011 and June 2012 figures.

about ICTC

The Information and Communications Technology Council (ICTC) is Canada’s leader in the domain 
of Labour Market Intelligence (LMI), policy development, and workforce preparation in regard to the 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) sector. ICTC is proud to offer the largest and most 
rigorous ICT data analysis and research infrastructure in Canada, allowing real-time monitoring of 
Canada’s ICT workforce requirements, including the intersection of ICT with emerging occupations, 
enabling technologies, and sub-sectors. 
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about ICTC

Digital economy Labour Force

ICTC’s LMI captures critical economic and labour market indicators to inform competitive business and 
human resource strategy planning, decision-making and career development in ICT, thereby driving the 
development of a more prosperous Canadian ICT workforce and industry in a global digital economy. 

The Table below summarizes the ‘core’ digital economy occupations. The sum total of workers – workers 
that are employed in these occupations as well as workers that are currently unemployed, but actively 
looking for work in these occupations – is the total core digital economy labour force in Canada: 

Index National	Occupational	Classification Occupation Title

1 131 Telecommunication Carrier Managers

2 213 Computer and Information System Managers

3 6115 e-Commerce Managers

4 2133 Electrical and Electronics Engineers

5 2147 Computer Engineers

6 21711 Information Systems Business Analysts

7 21712 Systems Security Analysts

8 21713 Information Systems Quality Assurance Analysts

9 21714 Systems Auditors

10 21721 Database Administrators

11 21722 Database Administration Analysts

12 2173 Software Engineers

13 21741 Computer Programmers

14 21742 Interactive Media Developers

15 2175 Web Designers and Developers

16 2241 Electrical and Electronics Engineering Technologists and Techni-
cians

17 22811 Computer Network Technicians

18 22812 Web Technicians

19 2282 User Support Technicians

20 2283 Systems Testing Technicians

21 51212 Technical Writers

22 5224 Broadcast Technicians

23 5224 Graphic Designers and Illustrators


